
Scopwick

The pub re-opening
More facilities, Some kind of village shop - even within the village hall or similar.
Less litter, especially on roadsides. Sociable pub with good food
A community pub with reasonable prices

Affordable houses to encourage a younger generation of residents including young married couples

I would like to see the village grow a little
I would like to see the village grow a little
More balanced housing development and cycleway to Blankney

The village to be more 'alive' during the day in the week

The village to be more 'alive' during weekday daytimes

restrictions on heavy goods vehicles through village 

30mph on Lincoln - Sleaford road; Passive speed signs on village entry roads. A successful pub; might 
require more houses. Faster broadband installed. Children crossing/ slow sign nr bridge for primary 
school bus
The pub open and more development to sustain it
Pedestrian crossing from main part of village over B1188 to the bus stop

Decent pub with decent food, less dog fouling, reduce speed from 40 to 30

Road maintenance
Speed limit on the B1188 reducing to 30mph.

Open pub, Small shop, 30mph speed limit

Naturalise the beck to a greater extent from pub to church. More community events

New neighbourhood watch signs. Energy efficient street lamps. Clean road signs. A pedestrian 
crossing at the B1188. Less dog mess. A cycle path/pavement leading from Scopwick to Digby camp 
and to Blankney. A mirror or traffic lights and a speed camera at the junction to main street. A pub 
that serves good home cooked food and wide selection of drinks. The Limes torn down and replaced 
with a shop such as Tesco express or Co-op, or another pub

Apub with a shop again
Would like to have the pub open again and some sort of cafe or shop as well
Village residents valuing their community
Affordable housing, village pub
Pedestrian crossing for B1188 and a speed limit of 30mph. A pub with shop/post office and more 
activities at village hall

What improvement would you like to see?



Scopwick

Pub opened again
Public transportation, footpaths and sports pavilion
Some of the side roads tarmac is very uneven/ broken

Traffic calming on the lincoln to sleaford road that goes through the village 30mph maximum - 
mobile post office. A mirror in both directions for pulling out of main street near the pub

Would be nice if pub would re-open

We would like to see the speed limit reduced on the main road and the pub to be re-opened

Active pub
Good pub
Main road speeds reduced 

Certain areas of the village have rubbish which has been left for a considerable time, also there are 
overgrown areas of ie elder in the Churchyard which does need addressing.

Improved road surface to/on B1191, especially E. towards K.G. and beyond, to improve safety

A village shop
Paths and road improved
30mph speed limit
Protection of the beck verge and restriction of parking on verge
Holy Cross Church - we have a beautiful church and we have let the trees get too high - it affects the 
bungalows that are located there and the walls of the church and pathway. Causing structural 
damage if it continues 
Removal of wildflower area on Brookside. an eyesore. Reduction to height of willows in centre of 
village
The pub re-opening
A speed limit on Heath road between R.A.F. Digby and Scopwick - there have been 6 crashes in the 
last 2 years
Less tipper traffic. Its noisy dirty - perhaps the tipper companies could send a road cleaner once a 
week to wash the road
Communal grass cutting properly, (most of tenants do their own as its left in a mess)

A mobile phone signal

Slower traffic on main street + the B1188, a safe crossing place for children getting off secondary 
school bus to main part of village

Better transport links

The pub to re-open and villagers to embrace it and use it 

Dog friendly pub with good food. Small convenience store. Drs (possible Limes)



Scopwick

Roads and paths. the roadway by the ford. The concrete path approaching braemar park. Many 
broken areas. Footpaths on Springfield Estate made safe for wheelchairs where there are overgrown 
hedges 
Protecting grassed areas by the Beck + Village hall
Speed limits enforcement
Dog fouling
Beck cleaned out, Beckside more tidy, pavement swept, tall trees hedges trimmed 
More smaller starter homes to allow younger/ local people to live in the village. Small scale business 
opportunities 
More families living in the village, to encourage amenities to thrive i.e. the pub
Better roads and better access to the main rail head at Metheringham
Small local shop selling basic needs 
More facilities - shop/pub
Better park, a zip wire/ The beck and ducks
Control of traffic through the village 
Pub re-opening - more housing
More forestland nearby
Speed of traffic
Better bus service
Road improvement
Dog owners to take more responsibilty + clean up their dogs droppings (shame)

Better maintenance of grassland surrounding the beck, particularly outside the village hall

Better maintenance of grassland surrounding the beck, particularly outside village hall

Better maintenance of grassland surrounding the beck, particularly outside the village hall

A small shop would be nice
Paths being tidied
A corner shop
Pub open and reflective of the village
No dog poo on the footpaths / more buses to town



Kirkby Green

The road resurfaced as the bumps and pot holes are getting bad
Great pub with good food so we don't have to drive out for a meal
Village pub with good so we don't have to drive to Fulbeck or Rauceby
A regular bus service to Lincoln

better road maintenance 

Road surface kept up to a good standard, weight restrictions on Main st.
Newsagent/ Shop/ Pub
Better public transport
Something needs to be done about the heavy traffic, namely quarry lorries that thunder through the 
village at high speed and uncovered. This is not acceptable
A local pub which thrives

Speed restrictions extended to the Parish boundary which finishes 200yrds after my property

A speed restriction, at Kirkby Green level crossing

A shop/ pub or coffee shop
Bus service
Transport - bus - difficult without car - when i can no longer drive will not be able to get to shops etc. 
if problem with mobility.
would love to see the pub open but with good pub food at a reasonable price
The footpath between Scopwick and Kirkby Green is a disgrace and dangerous
The main st. between Scopwick and Kirkby Green to have national speed for that section to be 
returned to 30mph for safety reasons 

Roads and manhole covers made level with roads Kirkby Green to timberland (resurface)

Adapting a radical traffic calming strategy ASAP

Large lorry restrictions through Kirkby Green/ Scopwick
Wildlife protection and conservation of the Beck, Internet speeds and buses 
The Royal Oak open and serving good food.
Roadworks - potholes fixed sooner. Broadband/phone connections faster.

Wouldn't be possible to achieve, but less traffic would be nice!


